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1. INTRODUCTION. 

Radiation monitoring at PARR is carried out through area radiation, 

personnel and environmental monitoring. 

Area radiation monitoring is accomplished by using Tracer Lab. radiation 

monitor installed in reactor hall and various portable fr fixed radiation/contamination 

sur.'e> monitors placed and fixed near health physics check post of reactor hall. 

Tracer Lab. area radiation monitor is a simple, reliable gamma detection system 

with a range of detection from background to lOOmGy/hr (lOR/hr). Portable radiation/ 

contamination survey monitors have different detection ranges. 

Personnel monitoring is carried out using film badges, TLDs (Thermoluminescent 

Dosimeters) and po«ket dosimeters. For the evaluation of monthly accummulated doses 

of radiation workers film badges/TLDs and for instantaneous/short term dose measure 
i 

meni in higher radiation /ones pocket dosimeters a re used in addition lo film badge/ 

TLD. 

Environmental monitoring is necessary lo check the PARR operation effect on 

background radiation level in the vicinity of PIN5TECH. This type of monitoring is 

done using surface barrier, Germanium (Lithium), Sodium Iodide (Thulium) ami anti-

co-incidence low level beta counting system. 

2. ARKA RADIATION MONITOR INC! 

The main contribution to this monitoring is from Tracer Lab. aroa radiation 

monitor. For rem line radiation/contamination monitoring, various types of portable 

survey monitors are used. The details of monitoring accomplished by using Tracer 

Lab. area radiation and portable rjdiation/contj'mination survey monitors a r c given 

below. 



Tracer Lab Area Radiatiuu Monitoring 

This monitoring system is used mainly (hiring reactor operation. The main 
i 

componcncts of this monitoring system are : 

a) Control and Power Unit (TA-I), 

b) Station indicator (TA-3) and 

c) Probe (TA -6). 

Brief description of each component is ^iven below :-

*) Control ami Power Unit (TA -I) 

This unit provides detector high voltages (AW VIX'), alarm relay voltages 

(150 VDC) ami check source solenoid voltages (22.5 VTJC). Master meler of this 

unit can display the radiation level and opera ling voltage of any detector upon 

selecting the desired radiation detector with a rotary switch, 

h) Station Indicator (TA-3). 

At present there are six station indicators which display the radiation levels 

of each defector separately. The meter relay on each station indicator has a red 

contacting pointer which may be adjusted for the desired alarm level for a particular 

channel. The radiation le.el of a detector installed in the exhaust line of hold up 

tank in stack is also displayed on a strip chart recorder in addition to its station 

indicator and master meter. This recorder has a provision to scram the reactor 

upon detecting high radiation levels from primary water of holdup lank, 

c) Prob (TA-6). 

This probe is a Geiger Muller typ, tube which is very rugged, halogen quenched 

and has long life. The operating voltage of this tube is 480 VDC with plateau length 

of 10%/100V, Each tube is placed within a moisture proof turned brass base with 

alumint.im shell painted. There is a buill in check source of 3.7x10 Uf|(one micro curie) 



oi siromium'JO in each lulte. Such six IUIKN luive lieen installed at the following 

suitable locations for radiation monitoring. 

1) Beam Port F!oor, North Side. 

2) Beam Port Floor, South Side. 

3) Beam Port Floor, East Side. 

4) Reactor Bridge. 

5) Stack (in exhaust line of hold up tank). 

6) Seek (main exiiaust line). 

Each tube detects radiation reaching to it front its i»rea and corresponding 

signal is transmitted to its station indicator and master meter in control room. 

2 .2 Routine Radiation and Contamination Monitoring. 

During normal working days a.id reactor operation, many portable radiation/ 

contamination survey monitors are used in addition to Tracer Lab. area radiation 

monitoring system for recording different radiation/coniainination levels. Various 

such survey monitors are, Cutie Pie (740-F) of victoreen with detection range from 

background to 250 mGy/hr (25R/hr), Thyac-III (490) of Victoreen with detection range 

from background to 8x10 c/m, portable contamination meter (PCM-5/1) of Nuclear 
3 

Enterprises Ltd. with detection range from background to 5x10 c/Sec and neutron 

monitoring equipment (MK-7NRM) of Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. with detection range 

from 1 micro Sievert (0.1 m Rjm/hr) to 10 mill! Si evert (I Rem/hr) for neutron with 

energies between thermal and 7 Mev. 

During normal working tlays radiation and contamination surveys are arranged 

as and when required by Reactor Operation Croup using suitable survey monitor. 

Two contamination monitors, one for checking the contamination of both hands 

(HM-n) and .second for clothes and shoes (CM-6), have been placed in the corridor 



of change room near lualili pliysics cheek post UIHI etitry gate of intermediate floor of 

reactor hall. Every one coming out of the reactor hall is required to get himself 

checked for contamination and inform Health Physics, if finds contamination on uny 

part of his body. The decontamination of such person is catried out under the instructions 

and supervision of Health Physics personnel. 

3. PERSONNEL MONITORING 

Personnel monitoring at PARR is carried out using film hadges/TLDs and Pocket 

dosimeters. Monthly accummulated doses of workers are evaluated regularly using film 

badgcs/TLDs whereas instantaneous and short term doses are determined using Pocket 

dosimeter in higher radiation zones in addition to film badge or TLD. Film badges and 

Pocket dosimeters can rec -'d gamma exposures upto 10 SV (IK Rem) and 2 mSv (200 

mRem) respectively. A TI.D has the advantage to record thermal neutron doses mixed 

with gamma doses. Detection range of TLD is of the order of KSv (M Rem). 

A film badge consists of film with a light tight wrapping mourned within a film 

holder. This film is made of cellulose acetate, A very fine layer of gel Ju tin is spread over 

this film. Very fine grains of Ag-Brare embedded in this gellatin which upon irradiation 

produce latent images of Ag . To convert latent images of Ag + , this film is developed which 

gives exposed Ag in metallic form. The darkness of Ag metallic is measured with an 

instrument known as Densitometer. The density of this film is compared with an identical, 

film exposed to a caliherated dose and in this way corresponding exposure of the ra fiat ion 

worker is found out, A TLD is made of inorganic crystal with the property of havta" 

high concentration of trapping centers in it. Upon irradiation, many electrons and 

holes are created in it which are trapped in their appropriate trapping centers. 

Upon heating tht TLD trapped electrons ami holes recombine and give rise to 

quanta of photons. These photons through photomultiplier tube result in total 

accumulated charge dt:e to incident radiations. This charge is of the order of nano-

coulmb and compared with an identical TLD's charge exposed to known doses. 



4. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

This type of monitoring is essential to determine the effect of reactor ami 

other nuclear facilities operation at and in the vicinity of P1NSTECII. Samples of 

foul, vegetables, soil and air from environment of PINSTECH are collected anil 

analysed for the determination of various radionuclides present in these samples. 

Analysis of these radionuclides is done using alpha, low level anticoincidence beta 

and gamma counting system. 

For alpha spectrometry, surface barrier detector is used. For such 

counting the required nuclide is separated from the rest of the sample using 

different radiochemical techniques and finally electroplated and counted. Beta 

counting is done using ami-coincidence low level beta counting system. This system 

comprises of anti-coinciJcnce unit and two GM tubes. The GM tube exposed directly 

to radionuclide sample is known as sanr.ple tube and second as guard tube which is 

covering the low background sample tube. The desired sample is taken in the form 

of thin precipitate, obtained following radiochemical separation techniques and counted. 
- 2 -ft 

This system can measure activity as low as 6.24x10 Bq (1,7x10 yuCi) of Sr-90 

corresponding to 9.3xl0* 7Bym(2.51x10 yuCi/m 3) in air for a counting time of 100 

minutes. Gamma spectrometry of various samples having simple gamma spectra is 

done using Nal(TT). Air samples having complex gamma spectrum are analysed using 

computer based gamma spectrometry system.For this counting Ge(Li) detector is used. 

This defector has higher energy resolution than Nal(Tl). Air samples are compressed 

hydraulically in compact disc shape identical with caliberation source and then counted. 

This low level gamma counting system can detect activity as lo . /as 1.85Btj(5xlO yuCi) 

corresponding to a concentration of radioactivity of Cs-137 in air particulates of about 

2.7xlO" 5Bcj/m ; J(7.40xlo" 1 0yuCj/m 3) for a counting time of 1(H) minutes. 



5. CONCLUSION 

The radiation monitoring at PARR has been carried out in a quite efficient 

manner since its very first power operation ami consequently, radiological hazards 

associated with PARR operation have been minimized and controlled according to 

the safe limits prescribed by the ICRP. However, system needs improvement for the 

following cases : 

1. For personnel monitoring there should be provision of separate 

neutron dosimetry. 

2. There should be a provision of high level exposure monitoring 

i . e . , !U 4 - l0 5 Gy/hr <10 6-.0 R/hr)and recording system in the 

event of reactor accident. At present Tracer Lab. area radiation 

monitoring system can detect maximum exposure of lOOmGy/hr 

(l()R/hr) whereas in case of re-actor accident, exposures for 

greater than this level can occurs. 
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